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E!lunt-rmse and elli~tical-rlose overkn~s of 0.35
and O.50 flap chord and ; plain overhang on a flap
having a chord of 0.20 ai~foil chord have been tested 1
in two-dti,ensional flew on an NACA 0009 airfoil. The
results of the tests are presented as aerodynamic :
section’characteristics for se-~’eralflap deflections
.with the gap.:at”the flap nose :sealed or .Wmsealetl.‘““. “‘
Tests were made also .to determine ‘tllbeffect~veriess of ~
a tab of 0.20.flap ,chordon thq plain seaIed flap &id”-
on a.sealed.f’lap”havi.~-an elliptica~ averhang qf Q1”35,
flap.chord. The press>ure.difI”ere.n6eacross tlr.e..fl~p ‘ . I
qeal.was ,,alsot.etqrmimed $’or;the.piain sealed flap.
. . ,.. : . . . . .
.~ . ..
. .
Th&.result inclicated.tkat ‘tie plain sealed flap- ‘
\
.‘ had’the l~rgest ift-curve <lope, whereas: the slope’s . :
.,for,the 0_=50-tlap-Iiordcverhangs were the same ”as”“or.
slightly larger tlym~ for .the”O..354lap-chord overhangs. “
‘ A reduction-in slop~”caused..byunsealirg :ttieflap gap
i~creased with bahncech~.r.d. . .“ . ‘
... .. . . . . . . .. 1.
The ,chan~.e.inlift c~eff’$c.i’e~ti;with “flap’dei’lectton
generally increased when the Cap was sealed and when the
balance nose shape was changed from elli~tical to blunt.
,
Ssaling the flap gap “generally made the variation
of flap hinge-moment coefficient wtth angle of attack
md ,with flap deflection-more r.egative.. Changing the
nose shape”‘fPom blunt to elliptical made the variation
of the flap hirwe-moment coefficient with angle of
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for the unsealed gap. At small flap deflections, the
,.
variation of flap hinge-moment coefficient with flap
deflection was more negative for the -elliptical-nose
than for the blun,t-nose flap; at large deflections,
however, this variation was more negative for the blunt-
nose flap.
The change of flap hinge-moment coefficient with
flap deflection for the unsealed blunt-nose overhang .
had a larger variation with balance chord than the
change of flap hinge-moment coefficient with angle of
attack; for the “sealedblunt-nose overhang, these vari-
ations.were about the same in the range of balance chord
from 0.35 to 0.50 flap chord. For the sealed and unsealed
elliptical-nose oveThangk, the change of flap hinge-
moment coefficient with angle-of attack had a larger var3.-
ation than the change of flap Qinge-momen~ coefi’icient
with flap deflection. -
-.
‘-l%TRODUCTION“-
The NACA i-sconciutiing an”exten-sive investigation
to determine thechara~eristics of variuus types of flap
arrangement suitable far use as control surfaces and to “
provide data for design purposes. The investigation, .
which was made in the”La@ey 4- “by 6-foot vertical tunnel,
has in~luded tests+f modifications of flap-profile,
trailing-edge angle, gap size, flapnose shape, and balance
chord; however, moti.ofi these tests have been made in
two-dimensional flow with a-flap having .a chord 30 percent
of the airfoil chord (0.30c) . Thi~ present test-s-have--
extended the investigation of balance chord and flap-nosd.
shape, which was reported in reference 1.for .a-OAOC flap,
to a 0.20c flap. Datann the pressure-across the flap
nose seal and a method -of applying. these pressure -data in’
the design of internal~alance.s are presented. Tab data




The.coefficients -~d-symbols used in.this paper”
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.
airfoil..?b.ctionprofile~drag coefficient [do/qc)--.“C do
Cm airfoil section pitching-moment coeffi- ‘
cient (m/qc2)
flap section hinge-moment coefficient (h#~c~)chf







airfoil section profile drag%
m airfoil section pitching moment about quarter-
chord point of airfoil; positive moment
moves nose of airfoil up
hf flap section hinge moment about,flap hinge
axis; positive moment moves trailing edge
dawn
I
ht tab section hinge moment about tab hinge axis;
positive moment moves trailing ed~e down
\
I
chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutral I.C
flap chord from flap hinge axis to trailing e&e
tab chord from tab hinge axis to trailing edge
Cf
Ct
q free-stream dynamic pressure
static pressure on lower surface of sealPL
P~
and
static pressure on upper surface of seal
balance chordCb
a.
angle of attack for airfoil ‘of infinite aspect
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6f flap deflection with respect to airfoil; positive
when trailing edge is deflected down
6+ tab deflection with respect’to’ flap; positive
L1








The subscripts ‘out-sidethe parentheses represent the .
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APPARATUS M?I)MODEL .:
The tests were made in the Langley 4- by 6-foot
vertical tunnel described in reference 2 and modified
as described in reference 3.
The model, when mounted in the tunnel,
.
completely
~-inch clearancespanned the test section except for 32
gaps between the model and the tunnel walls. With this
type of installation two-dimensional flow is closely
approximated and the section characteristics of the
airfoil, flap, and tab may be determined. The model
was attached to the balance frame by torque tubes that
extended through the “sides of the tunnel. The angle of
attack was set from outside the tunnel by rotating the
torque tubes with an electric drive. Flap deflections were
set by an electrical position indicator, and tab deflec-
tions were set by s.’templet. The hinge moments of the
flap were measured with a special torque-rod balance
built into the model.
Tab hinge moments were measured by an electrical
strain gage installed in the model. For tests of the
plain sealed flap, the pressure difference across the
gap seal was measured on a manometer. .
The model (fig. 1), which had a chord of 2 feet
and a span of 4 feet, was made of laminated mahogany
(except for a steel tab), was aerodynamically smooth,
and conformed to the NACA @09 profile (table I). It
was equipped with a 0.20c flap and a 0.20cf plain tab.
The.flap had a plain nose with a radius that was approxi-
mately one-half the airfoil thickness at the flap hinge
axis or was fitted with 0.35cf or 0.50cf blunt-nose or
elliptical-nose aerodynamic balances. The elliptical ~
nose, the ordinates of which are given in table II, was
a true ellipse tangent to the airfoil contour at the
flap hinge axis. The radii shown in figure 1 determined o
the blunt and plain noses~
The various nose blocks were interchangeable and
were fastened to the flap at the hinge’ axis. In order
to keep the rap at the flap nose at 0.005c, blocks
corresponding to each balance chord were attached to
the airfoil just ahead of the balance. For the sealed-
gap tests, airtight fabric was fastened between the flap
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The 0.20cf tab.had a nose radius approximately
one-half the airfoil thickness at the tab hinge axis.
The tab gap was 0.00Ic for all the tests.
. .
. . TESTS
A dynamic pressure of 15 po~ds-per sqtiarefoot,
which corresponds to a velocity of about 76 miles per
houy at standard sea-le’velconditions, was used throughout
the tests. The test Reynolds number was 1,430,000 and ‘.
the effective Reynolds number was approximately 2,760,000.
(Effective Reynolds number = Test Reynolds number x ,
Turbulence.factor. The turbulence factor for the Langley
4- by 6-foot vertical tunnel is 1.93.) The Mach number
for the tests was about 0.10.,
The maximum error in angle of attack appears to
be ~Oo20. Itis estimated that the flap and tab deflec-
tion’ were set within t0.2°.
An experimentally determined tunnel correction was
applied to the lift coefficient. In accordance with a
theoretically derived analysis similar to that presentqd
in reference 4 for finite-span models, the angle of attack
and the hinge-moment coefficient were corrected for the
effect of streamline curvature induced by the tunnel
walls. .The increments of drag coefficient are believed
to be reasonably independent of tunnel effect, although
the ab,solutevalue issubject to an unknown correction.
Inaccuracies in model construction and assembly of inter-
changeable blocks.probably caus~d the small flap hinge
moment- at a. = 0° and ~f = O .
..
A s&mary of information for convenience in locating
the data for the various model configurations is presented









The -”l>ft=co”efficientcurves for the plain flap-and ‘
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to ll’-forthe -flap gaps both sealed a~idunsealed: “These
curves were nonlinear at large flap deflections. The
flaps with elliptical-nose overhangs generally developed
lift to larger flap deflections than these with blunt-
nose overhangs.
Parameter values obtained from figures 2 to 11 are
summarized in table IV. The variations with balance
chord of the lift parameters c7/a)cz~f> and a6f are
given in figure 12.
With tb.egaps sealed and unsealed, the plain flap
had’the largest valu’es of the slope of the lift curve .cl&,
whereas the valuei of c1 for the 0.50cf overhangs
were the same as or large% than for the 0.35cf overhangs.
This variation was similar for the 0,40c flap (reference 1).
A reduction in ‘c1 caused by lunsealing the gap inczeased
with balance chord:
The value of CL6* .was usually larger for the blunt
than for the elllptic<l nose. Except for the flap with
the 0.50cf blunt-nose-overhang, sealing the gap increased
The flap lift effectiveness ‘parameter a5P “decreased
as &he balance chord increased, except for the’flap’with
the unsealed blunt-nose overhang, and was’usually larger
for the blunt-nose than for the elliptical-nose overhang.
Sealing the gap increased aaf for the elliptical-nose
overhang and the plain flap but generally decreased it
for the blunt-nose overhang. .The values of a~f given
in table IV and figure 12 were measured over a small
flap deflection range at .C
k
= O and therefore are”mainly
useful as a comparison of t e various configurations tested.
lZingeMoment ‘ -
The curves of flaphinge-moment coefficient-as a
function of angle of attack at constant flap deflections
are presented in figures 2 to 11 for the plain flap and for
the flaps with various overhangs: No appreciable flap
oscillations were noticed throughout the flap.deflection
range tested, although such oscillations occurred on




presented in table IV and plotted
.,




a~ainst balance chord -






chf~f and had a
positive chfa for the gap sealed and unsealed. (Values
of Chfa were determined at ao = 0° and at bf = 0°
and values of
chf& were determined at =0 = 0° and
small flap deflections.) The 0.20c flap was found to
be overbalanced for conditions similar to those for
which the 0.40c flap tested on.the same airfoil
(reference 1) had been overbalanced. For the flap with ‘
the.O.50cf.overhang, Wf6F could be-made negative by
the use of a tab deflected’in the same direction as the
flap ~
The 0.50cf elliptical-nose overhang, with sealed
and unsealed’ gap, ehad a positive Chfa, at ~f =
00;
.
at “larger flap deflections, however, an increase in
angle of.attack or flap deflection generally gave a
ne~ative increment of hinge-moment inefficient (figs. 10
and 11) . For the 0.5@cf blunt-nose overhang, flap
deflections up to approximately 15° gave positive incre-
ments of hinge-moment coefficient; changing the flap to
larger deflections gave negative increments.
Figure 13 indicates tkat, for the unsealed blunt-
nose overhang,
chf~f had a larger variation with
balance chor’dthan l for the sealed blunt-nose.Chfa ~
overhang, the variations of %fa and Chfbf
were about
the same in the range of balance chord from 0.35cf,
to o.50cf. For the sealed and unsealed elliptical-nose
ooerhangs; %fa had a larger variation than chf”5f“
Changing the nose shape fro~ blunt to elliptical
made ch more negative for the sealed gap and more
“1 fa - “
positive for the fisbaled gap: Changing the nose shape
h from blunt to elliptical also made
chf6f
more”’negative
























Sealing the”gap.at’khe flap”nose g~nerally made” Chfbf
more negative. ‘ “
C%a . .. . .
Since the aspect-ratto corrections for streamline
curvature are always positive (reference 5) and since the
hinge-moment parameters are very small and the signs are
critical for several of the flaps with overhangs, the
slopes may change from negative t~ positive’ and produce .
, an overbalanced flap on a finite-span wing.
Because the hinge-moment parameters shown in table “IV
represent the slopes of the curves at Gf ,= 0° apd a. = 00,
these parameters should be used hairily~s”-ah~indication of
I the relatlve merits of t’hedifferent flap’hose ‘shapes.
Because the tabulated slopes are valid for oniy a small “
range, the curves of hinge-moment coefficient should be ‘
use~, rather than the”tabulated parameters, in the calcti-







..Pitching Moment “ . “ ‘-“ . “- -




are shown in,table IV and indicatethe$ ‘
cJ,5t :“” .“ : >. : . .
. . .
position hf tbe aerod~amic.center with respect to the 0.25c
point. When ihe lift was varied by changing the a~le of
attack at 5f = 0°, the aerodynamic center for the plain
sealed flap was located at th9 0.25c point; the aerodynamic
center for the balanced flap with sealed gap, regardless
of balance chord or nose sh’ape,was’near.the 0.24c point.
The effect of unsealing the gap was to move the aerodynamic”
center O.OIC foryard.
The center-of-lift positionsdue to.flap deflections





































. 45 44 44 . 46
0;Q05C 46 .44. 47 43 50
This table indicates that the center-of-lift ””position
was the same for.the plain flap whether the gap was
sealed or unsealed. The effect of unsealing the gap or .
of increasing the balance chord was to move the center-
of-lift position due to flap deflection forward on the
blunt-nose and rearward on the elliptical-nose flap.
The center-of-lift position caused b~ flap deflection is .
a function of the aspect ratio (reference 5 and 6) and
moves rearward as the aspect ratio decreases.
and are usually indep&dent of-flap nose-shape (refer-
ence ‘i’),only a limited investigation of









“ “Because of an undetermined tunnel correction, the
measured values of drag cannot be considered absolute,,
but relative values of drag are thought to be independent
of tunnel effect.
The increments of section profile-drag coefficient
caused by flap deflection are presented in figure 14
for the plain flap and in figure 15 for the 0.55cf
and 0.50cf blunt-noseo verhangs.
.,
Tab Characteristics
Because the cbaract.eristics for a tab on a flap
with aerodynamic balance, in general, are similar to
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of angle of attack, for a tab ratio
. . m = ‘1’ are
presented in figure-s 16 and 1’7for the ~lain sealed flap
and for the 0.35c+ sealed elliptical-nose overhang,
respectively. Th~ values of chf for the ‘0.35cf
6+ .
elliptical-nose overhang (figs. 7 ~nd 17) were, in general,
the same asor slightly less than the values for the”
plain flap (figs. 3 and 16)’. With the tab deflected and
with 5f = 0° (fig. 18),
cz~t
Was ‘0.017 and ch ‘
f&
was -0.012 for the plain sealed flap. The tab, in ge&eral,
was slightly moue effective in producing lift on the plain .
flap than on the flap with the 0.35cf overhang. The
effectiveness of the tab in ckanging the flap hinge moment
decreased with tab ’def’lection. A comparison of figures 3
and 16 with figure 18 showed that the tab effectiveness
generally was the same wkether the flap was at 0° or
deflected.
Pressure Difference across Plain-Flap Seal
The variation of resultant pressure coefficient
across the plaln-flap nose seal with angle of attack at
cohstant flap deflections is shown in figur’e19. The
change ina~esultiantpressyre coefficient with angle o’f
attack
()$’




The data of figure 19 can be used with those of
figure 3 to determine the flap section hinge-mo-ment
coefftci.ent at a given ang,leof attack and flap deflec-
tion for a 0.20c flap with an internal balance on an
I?ACA0009 airfoil. It can be shown that
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section hinge-moment coefficient for plain flap
with gap sealed, obtained from figure 3




obtained from figure 20
..
semithickness at hinge axis




The hinge-momeht parameters Chf and deter-
a chf~f
mined from flap hinge-noment coefficient? obtained by







and 50 percent. flap
elli~tical-no’se overhang9 of 35
chord (0.35cf and 0.50cf) arida plain
overhang on a flap having .; chord 20 percen~zof the air-,
foil chord (0.20c) have been tested in two-dimensional
flow on an NACA 0009 airfoil. A limited investigation
was”also made of tilecharacteristics of a 0.20cf plain tab.
The results of the tests indicated the following con-
clusions”:
1. The slope of the lift curve was largest for the
plain sealed flap, whereas the slopes far the 0.50cf
overhangs were the same as or slightly larger than for
the 0.35cf overhangs. A reduction-in slope caused by
unsealing the gap increased with balance chord.
2. The variation of lift coefficient with flap
deflection generally increased when the gap was sealed
and when the nose was ck.amgedfrom elliptical to blunt. ,
.
3. The flap lift effectiveness parameter a5r
.
generally decreased when the overhang chord was i~creased
and was usually’larger for the blunt-nose than for the
.
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for the plain flap and for,the elliptical-nose overhang
but generally decreased it for the blunt-nose overhang.
4. Sealing the gap at the flap nose made the varia-
tion of flap hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack
more negative; changing the nose shape from blunt to
elliptical made this variation more negative for the sealed
gap and more positive for.the unsealed gap.
5, The variation of flap hinge-moment coefficient
with flap deflection,was generally more negative with a
sealed gap than with an unsealed gap. Changing the nose
shape from blunt to elliptical made this variation more
negative at small.flap deflections and less negative at
large flap deflections.
6. The change of flap hinge-moment coefficient with
flap deflection, for the unsealed blunt-nose overhang,
had a larger variation with balance chord than the change
of flap hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack;
for the sealed blunt-nose overhang, these variations were
about the same in the range of balance chord from 0.35cf
to o.5ocf. For the sealed and unsealed elliptical-nose
overhangs, the change of flap hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack had a larger variation than the
ch~ge of flap hinge-moment coefficient with flap deflection.
7. For all conditions, unsealing the gap moved the
aerodynamic center forward about 1 percent airfoil chord.
Unsealing the gap or increasing the balance chord rfloved-
tke center-of-lift .p~sition due to flap deflection forward
for the blunt-nose and rearward for the elliptical-nose
flap.
8. The tab was slightly more effective unchanging
the ‘lift and the flap hinge moment on the plain flap than
on the flap with 0.35cf elliptical-nose overhang.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
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TABLE I
ORDINATES FOR NACA 0009 AI~OIL
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ORDTNATES FOR 0.35cf ~ 0..‘Ocf ELLTPTI~AL-NOSE OVERHAN@S
~Stations measured from.forward end of overhang; stations
and ordinates measured in”percent airfoil chord]
“0.35cf overhang 0.50cf overhang
v
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate
o 0 0 0
l 03 .21 l 03 .21
.12 .42 ,15 .42\
.18 .62 .36 .62
l5O .83 .65 .83
.81 1004 1005 1.04
1.22 ‘ 1.25 1.58 1.25
1.75 , 1.46 2.25 1.46 ~
2.48. , 1.67 3.17 1.67
2.85 1.75 3.63 1.75
3.30 1.83 4.18 1.83 “
3.90 . 1.92 4.87 1.92
4.92 2.00 5.86 2 l 00’
5.67 2.02 6.70 2.04
6.42 - “ 2.00 “ 7.67 .’2.06 .





















MODEL CONFIGURATIONS TESTED ~0
[NACA 0009 airfoil with 0.20c flap and 0.20cf plain tab; tab gap, O.OO1~l
.-. i
.-. -.—








































0 to 30 0 2, 14 ,,
0 to 30 0 3, 14, 19
0 to 25 0 4, 15
0 to 25 0 5, 15
0 to 25 0 6
0 to,25 o 7
0 to 25, 0 8, 15
0 to 20 0 9,’ 15
0 to 25 0 10
0 to 20 0 11
0 to 30 -30 to 30 16
0 to 20 -20 to 20 .17

































- ON NACA 0009 AIRFOIL
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, Blunt nose ‘Eiliptictil nose’
v F&me ).- Nose shapes tested’ on 0.20c flop with 0.35cP und
0.50ef ~blunt-nose. und e//\ptieo/-nos~ overhangs on NACA 0009,
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